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Biomedical technology has advanced markedly over the past few decades that supported the development of 
therapeutics, processes, and services enabling the delivery of high-quality healthcare, mostly to richer communities 
of the developed countries. Developing countries, on the other hand, are facing severe resource limitations 
including sophisticated infrastructures and technical expertise and therefore, they are compelled either to seek 
medical treatments abroad or import the advanced technologies that often lack experts. Nevertheless, developing 
countries are also trying to build modern biomedical technologies and services that would improve the quality of 
healthcare of their communities. 

Among several reasons, gaps in knowledge and skills for effective research and innovation represent the biggest 
hurdle that limit the biomedical research and development in developing countries. This symposium aims to 
provide a platform for updating and exchanging state-of-the-art knowledge on biomedical science and technology 
and link them to the development of therapeutics, medical devices and diagnostics in the field of neuroscience, 
immunology, immunotherapy and tumor biology, etc. Cost effective technologies based on innovative ideas and 
suitable for developing economies will be given high priority.

Many technologies have been developed to make the healthcare better; however, these technologies are cherished 
based on their utility, the potential impact to community and the wide accessibility by wider populations. 
This symposium will bring together experts in oncology, immunology, biomedical engineering, genetics and 
computational biology to discuss the current scientific discoveries, and the challenges public health and medical 
services delivery of developing countries face in accessing these progresses.
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Zoom Support zoomsupport@nrna.org

Coordinator/chair: Dr Devi B. Basnet      

Moderator: Dr Rosan Lal Shrestha      

Time Contributor Contribution Designation Affiliation Title of Presentation

14:30 - 16:10 S2A: Modern Approach to Biomedicine

Moderators: Dr Roshan Lal Shrestha, Research Fellow, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, USA

14:30 - 14:35 Dr Devi B. Basnet  Session Chair
Sr Research 
Scientist 

Medytox, Inc, Korea  

14:35 - 15:00 Dr Ramesh Giri Invited Talk Professor
The Pennsylvania State 
University

Sustainable Chemical Approach 
to Pharmaceuticals

15:00 - 15:25 Dr Deepak Upreti Invited Talk Senior Scientist 
The Century therapeutic/
McMaster University

Application of Chimeric Antigen 
Receptor T (CART) Cells in Cancer

15:25 - 15:50 Dr Ashim Dhakal Invited Talk Chief Scientist Phutung Research Institute
Nanophotonic Technologies 
being Developed in Nepal

15:50 - 16:10 Dr Indira Tiwari Contribution Post Doc Fellow

Department of Infection 
Biology, Wonkwang 
University School of 
Medicine

Toxoplasma Gondii: Advances, 
Challenges, Current Status and 
Public Health Significance

16:10 - 16:20 Break        

Session II S2B: Modern Technologies in Biomedicine 

Moderators:
Dr Sushila Maharjan, Post Doctoral Fellow, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, USA
Dr Nitesh Aryal, Physician, Kantipur Medical Center, Doha

16:20 - 16:45 Dr Wang Di Invited Talk Visiting Professor
Harvard Medical School, 
Cambridge, USA

External Ear Reconstruction and 
Tissue Engineering

16:45 - 17:10 Dr Bishesh Khanal Invited Talk Chairperson
Nepal Applied Mathematics 
and Informatics Institute 
for Research (NAAMII)

Artificial Intelligence 
and Medical Imaging: An 
Opportunity to Democratize 
Innovation in Medicine

17:10 - 17:30 Dr Sagar Regmi Contributed Talk Post Doc Fellow
Technology (RECAST), 
Tribhuvan University

Nanotechnology in Medical 
Science

17:30 - 17:50 Shrishtee Kandoi Contributed Talk Researcher

Department of 
Biotechnology, Thapar 
Institute of engineering 
and Technology, Patiala

Application of Deep Learning 
Algorithms in Classifying 
Skin Lesions Using ISIC Image 
Dataset

17:50 - 18:00 Break        
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18:00 - 18:50: S2C: Biomedical Technologies in COVID-19 diagnostics  

Moderators:
Dr Sushila Maharjan, Post Doctoral Fellow, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, USA
Dr Nitesh Aryal, Physician, Kantipur Medical Center, Doha

  Jyoti Acharya Panelist
Chief of 
Microbiology 
Department

National Public Health 
Laboratory

 

  Dr Ajit karna Panelist Scientist
Center for Health and 
Disease Studies-Nepal

 

  Dr Sunita Gautam Panelist R & D Scientist Shikhar Biotech  

  Dr Bishesh Khanal Panelist      

18:50-19:00 Dr Devi Basnet Concluding Remarks      

ICC Representative Rajan Tripathi  Vote of thanks
Americas 
Regional 
Coordinator

NRNA  
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Sustainable Chemical Approach to Pharmaceuticals

Ramesh Giri
The Pennsylvania State University

Chemical synthesis is key to the development of and global access to pharmaceutical drugs. With 95% of drugs tested in Phase 
I not reaching approval, the development of a final drug requires several iterations of modifying a chemical synthetically and 
making its library with anticipation to incorporate design features to address observed side reactions to its use. From first 
identification to final delivery to the market, the development of a drug takes about 10 years on average and costs over 10 
billion. The majority of the cost is spent on research and development (R&D), which relies heavily on the convenience of access to 
chemical libraries and the ability to modify them rapidly. Even after final development, the production of a drug in bulk quantity 
to meet global demands depends on the efficiency of synthetic chemical processes. Regrettably, the current synthetic chemical 
technology is very slow and tedious to modify drug candidates, create libraries, and manufacture drugs in bulk quantity. With 
the ever-growing global population and demand for drugs, the current chemical technology will not be sustainable in the 
long-run. Our research group is working at the forefront of developing new and sustainable chemical technologies that will 
transform a multi-step chemical process to a few-step synthesis to enable rapid and convenient access to drug candidates and 
drugs, and eventually expedite the manufacturing of drugs in bulk quantity. In this talk, we will examine the ins and outs of the 
drug development process from a synthetic standpoint, and discuss new directions in drug synthesis and future perspectives.

Application of Chimeric Antigen Receptor T (CART) Cells in Cancer
Deepak Upreti
The Century Therapeutic/McMaster University

Background: Recent witnessed in chemo refractory B-cell derived malignancies suggested the transformative changes in extending 
patients survival using chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-engineered T cells targeting CD19 antigen. Autologous CART therapy is the 
process in which patient’s T cells are taken from the blood and T cells are reprogram with CAR hybrid protein. CAR hybrid protein consists 
of antigen binding domain that specifically binds to cancer antigen. This antigen binding domain of CAR is fused to transmembrane, 
costimulatory and signaling domain. Together this is called CAR. The CART cells prepared in GMP manufacturing site are grown to a 
desired number before infusing back to patients. Thus, reprogramed T will destroy the cancer cells specifically throughout the body. Due 
to the encouraging results in blood related malignancies, CART therapy is also gaining momentum in treating solid cancers.

Focus: Our group is focusing on developing this innovative immunotherapy for Glioblastoma (GBM). GBM is the most 
common primary adult malignant brain tumor. In our recently published article, we have shown that CART133 cell presents a 
therapeutically tractable strategy to target self-renewing, chemo-radioresistant, and functionally critical CD133+ brain tumor 
initiating cells that drive many cases of glioblastoma recurrence and therapeutic resistance. Using patient-derived xenograft 
model of GBM, our group is actively conducting preclinical testing of CART therapy targeting the glioblastoma tumor initiating 
CD133+ cells. Mice treated with CAR133 not only showed significant tumor reduction but also significantly increased overall 
survival of xenografted mice treated with CART133.

In summary: In my presentation, I will talk about CART therapy, design, application of CART in cancer mainly focusing in brain 
cancer and future directions.
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Nanophotonic Technologies being Developed in Nepal
Ashim Dhakal
Phutung Research Institute

In this talk I will discuss about our efforts to develop cutting-edge biomedical technologies in Nepal. I will also discuss the 
challenges and opportunities for conducting such research in Nepal.  Specifically, I will discuss a device based on Silicon-on-
Insulator technology to generate a non-diffracting beam of ~850 μm length from an axicon-like lens etched using a low 
resolution (200 nm feature size, 250 nm gap) deep-ultraviolet lithographic fabrication. Such a lens will be useful to implement 
miniaturized and low-cost on-chip optical coherence tomography imaging technology for endoscopy. I will also discuss about 
an spectroscopic system that we have developed in Nepal to identify bacteria and pesticides in biological samples. With our 
spectroscopic system, we have detected tryptophan-like-fluorescence down to 20 parts per trillion in tryptophan concentration.

Toxoplasma gondii: Advances, Challenges, Current status and 
Public Health Significance

Indira Tiwari
KRF (Korea Research Fellowship) Postdoctoral Research Fellow Zoonosis Research Center, Department of Infection Biology, Wonkwang 
University School of Medicine, 460 Iksandae-ro, Iksan 570-749, Jeonbuk, Republic of Korea

Globally, toxoplasmosis remains a significant cause of morbidity and mortality, and outbreaks of infection with Toxoplasma 
gondii represent a significant, emerging public health burden, especially in the developing world including Nepal. Toxoplasma 
gondii is a ubiquitous parasite protest found in a wide variety of host, including a large proportion of human population. 
Toxoplasma gondii exhibits a complex, multi‐stage life cycle in which the need for parasite expansion is balanced with 
the production of transmissible forms. The ability of the parasite to persist as a dormant stage, is an important aspect of 
toxoplasmosis. For human disease the key developmental switch is from the tachyzoite to the mature bradyzoite, which is not 
well understood at the molecular level. It has been well documented that toxoplasmosis is of crucial importance especially 
for pregnant women and immunocompromised patients. In addition to the risks of gestation complications and congenital 
infections, it has been suggested that toxoplasmosis has some unfavorable effects on reproductive capacity in both men and 
women.  Rise in the socio-economic status, increasing pet ownership, and high prevalence of AIDS trend in the incidence of 
Toxoplasma gondii is likely to continue in near future. Adequately managed public health infrastructure, education, screening, 
appropriate treatment, and the development of novel modalities apart from identifying and developing new compounds for the 
treatment of toxoplasmosis will be required to intervene it successfully.
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External Ear Reconstruction and Tissue Engineering
Wang Di
Division of Engineering in Medicine, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, 
USAPlastic Surgery Hospital (Institute) of Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College, Beijing, China

Microtia is a congenital malformation of the external ear, with a varied regional prevalence rate of 0.83 to 17.4 per 10,000 births 
worldwide, and higher prevalence rates in Hispanics and Asians. Currently, autologous costal cartilage graft, a multi-staged 
and complicated reconstructive surgery, is the golden standard therapy for patients who suffer from auricular malformation. 
Unsuitable mechanical properties, donor site deformities, and other surgical complications make the elastic cartilage-related 
diseases still be great challenges. Auricular cartilage tissue-engineering has emerged as a potential alternative strategy and 
evolved rapidly during the past decades. In the past decades, we performed more than 30,000 ear reconstruction surgeries and 
achieved some exciting results from tissue-engineering researches. In addition, 3D bioprinting has advanced as a promising 
technology to fabricate tissue scaffolds including external ears and vascular tissues.

Artificial Intelligence and Medical Imaging: An opportunity to 
Democratize Innovation in Medicine

Bishesh Khanal
Nepal Applied Mathematics and Informatics Institute for Research (NAAMII)

The talk will highlight how the recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and medical imaging provide an opportunity to 
address unmet clinical needs of the low and middle income countries. I will present the context with the potential of how AI 
can transform healthcare in the world, particularly in radiology. Then, the talk will shed some light and provide insights on how 
even with relatively small investment for new infrastructure, computational science and machine learning can contribute to 
fundamental research and innovation in biomedicine, effectively democratizing innovation in medicine.Enter description here.
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Nanotechnology in Medical Science
Sagar Regmi
Research Centre of Applied Science and Technology (RECAST)

Nanotechnology is one of the emerging areas of science and technology developed in the last few decades and has a potential 
application in medical science. It interacts with the biological molecules at the atomic and molecular levels of nanoscale-sized 
between 0.1 and 100 nm, opening a wide area of research and development. Several pharmaceutical companies around the 
globe use nanomedicine which involves the application of nanotechnology using nanoelectronics, biosensors, nanomaterials to 
improve the healthiness care, quality of medical devices as well as treatment strategies. The small size of nanoparticles alters 
the physical and chemical properties compared to its macromolecule. This property of nanoparticles allows wide application 
in medicine like better drug delivery, targeted treatment with the reduced adverse effects, improvement of non-invasive 
diagnostics, etc. On the other side, this property has serious and unpredictable side effects like inflammatory, mutagenic, 
and oncogenic potential. I will discuss the uses, benefits, demerits, and risks of nanotechnology in medicine. I will discuss the 
application of nanotechnology especially in tissue engineering, implant technology, cancer diagnosis, and molecular imaging. 
Furthermore, I will focus on cancer nanotechnology with extensive applications for early diagnosis, prediction, prevention, 
target-specific drug therapy in the advancement of cancer therapy.

Keywords: Nanotechnology, molecular imaging, cancer diagnostics, diagnostics drugs, nanomedicine, nanoscience

Application of Deep Learning Algorithms in Classifying Skin 
Lesions using Isic Image Dataset

Shrishtee kandoi1, Kashish Khatkar2, and Muskan Thapar2

1Department of Biotechnology, Thapar Institute of engineering and Technology, Patiala, India 
2Biotechnology Society of Nepal (BSN) Kausaltar-3, Bhaktapur, Nepal

Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has become an important part of the medical field. Skin cancer is a common and deadly disease 
that a CAD system could potentially detect. It is clearly visible on the skin and therefore only images of skin lesions could be used 
in order to provide a diagnosis. In 2017, a research group developed a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) that performed 
better than dermatologists during classification of skin lesions. This capstone project makes an attempt at implementing the 
method provided in the report and evaluate the performance of the CNN during classification of skin lesion comparisons not 
tested in their study. The previously unseen binary classification use cases are melanoma versus solar lentigo and melanoma 
versus seborrheic keratosis. Using transfer learning, Inception v3 was trained for various skin lesions. The CNN was trained with 
16 training classes. During validation of the CNN, an accuracy of 68.3% was achieved during a 3-way classification. Testing 
the same comparisons as the study an accuracy of 71% was achieved for melanoma versus nevus and 91% for seborrheic 
keratosis versus basal and squamous cell carcinoma. The accuracy results for the new comparisons were 84% for seborrheic 
keratosis versus melanoma and 83% for solar lentigo versus melanoma. The results suggest that out of the binary classifications 
performed in this study, nevus versus melanoma is the most difficult for the CNN. It should be noted that our results were 
different from the previous study and that more statistical methods should have been used when obtaining the results.

Keywords: CAD (Computer aided diagnosis), Skin Cancer, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), Transfer Learning, melanoma, 
seborrheic


